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Catan game point calculations

Closed. This issue needs to be more focused. He does not accept answers at this time. Do you want to improve this question? Update the question so that it focuses on just one issue by editing this post. Closed five years ago. I'm trying to calculate various probabilities that would be useful for the settlers
of Catan. So far I have tabulated the probability of rolling X in Y turns, the probability of rolling X before Y, and the probability of drawing a victory point within X attempts given the knowledge of the Y riders/progress cards in play. Can you think of any other data/calculation that would be useful for Settlers
of Catan? [Edit] Another calculation I found extremely useful is how many of each resource you need to win the game, assuming you're going for X. I'd love to hear more ideas though, and I don't care how hard/boring they are to calculate! Do you feel that the glorious victories that should be yours are
unduly stolen by some lucky friends on a regular basis? Do you think the cards are always against you? In Catan, as in many games, luck can have a dramatic effect on the final result. But as much as some would like to think, people are not born lucky or unlucky. Of course, the case can unfairly favor
someone on some occasions, but making the right choices based on good probability ratings can do a lot to make you the next lucky winner! In board games, chance favors only the prepared mind. – Louis Pasteur (if he had played board games) Welcome to the second part of this analysis of all possible
catan victories! What to expect in this post In the first part, we have established a baseline, the minimum cost of resources, to compare all possible catan victories with each other. But this was ignoring the randomness involved in a Catan game. If part of your strategy is based on buying development
cards, the possibility will affect how your potential victory ends up costing you. To get a better estimate of the cost of real-life victory, we need to analyze the odds involved in drawing cards and how it affects the expected cost of each victory. There is no guarantee that you will pay the expected cost, but it
will at least allow you to accurately calculate what luck should be like when you are drawing cards! Also, since cards in board games can have all kinds of side effects, we will see how we can take these into account for the expected cost assessment! I also included a Catan fishing card simulator to help
you understand how the odds evolve during the game! In the end, we will have to combine some victories together and we will have the following cost breakdown per victory: But you will have to read to correctly understand the content of this chart! Note: If you haven't read the first part of analysis, I
encourage you to do so. It's not necessary, but it will give you some context for this post, especially if you're not that familiar with Catan! Let us return to the last question raised in the first part. It's the cheapest the best strategy? If you remember, the cheapest victory in terms of minimum cost was
achieved with the following components: Two settlements (data at the beginning) Have the longest road (with 5 road segments) Have the largest army special card, obtained by playing 3 knight cards With 4 victory points development cards And it turns out that you can win despite having received only 23
resource cards! The cunning reader will see an overwhelming flaw in the cheapest victory approach: it involves the draw of 7 specific development cards: 3 knights cards for the larger army and 4 of the 5 victory point cards from a mixed deck of 25 cards... Hoping to receive only the cards you want! It's
literally a wish!!! So, to assess the real cost of a win, we need to consider the expected cost of buying the cards needed for victory. In other words: Given the probability of fishing for the specific cards needed by the deck, how many cards do I have to draw, on average, to receive the ones I want? Catan
card deck In Catan, development card deck contains 25 cards. 14 Knight cards 5 Victory Points cards 2 Years of Abundance Cards (Gives 2 resource cards of your choice) 2 Monopoly Cards (Allows you to steal all single-type resource cards from all players) 2 Road Builder Card (Allows you to build 2
road segments, free) If you just want to know what the probability is of choosing - say - a knight card from the deck, it is very simple: there are 14 knight cards, in a pristine deck of 25 cards. The probability is 14/25 or 56% However, if you want to know how many cards you will have to draw, on average, to
get 3 riders and 1 victory point card ... becomes a little more complicated. If you want to know how, just click show me the math, and I'll tell you all the gritty details about it. If you simply want to know what is the probability of choosing three riders with your first three cards, a simple combinatorial will give
you a direct answer. Using the n-choose-k methodology, it's a simple ratio. Calculate how many different ways there are to draw 3 of the 14 knights cards from the deck. And divide how many different ways you can draw 3 cards from the deck. This gives us: 364/2300 = 0.1583 or if you prefer: 15.83%
chance to choose 3 knights cards on our first 3 cards! This may seem a bit complicated, but if you look at the numbers involved, this simply makes it easier by multiplying the ratio of how many knight cards in the deck to how many cards there are in the deck, for every three consecutive draws: at first, there
are 14 riders in a deck of 25 cards If you draw a knight, there are now 13 riders in a deck of 24 cards If you draw a knight, now there are 12 riders in a deck of 23 cards The problem is however slightly more complicated since you have to take into account all kinds of cards in the deck, even if you do not
have to fish them. We can do this for our previous calculation by taking into account the calculation of all for each type of card in the deck, which will give us: For knights cards: for Victory points cards for Year of Plenty cards: For Road Building cards: For Monopoly cards: This gives us the following: It
does not change our result here because, in n-choose-k, there is only one way to select zero cards in a group, so all those n-choose-0s end up being 1 and have no effect on the final result. In fact, since we do not need to distinguish between other types of cards than riders, we can simplify the
consideration of two types of cards: the 14 riders and another 11: We are now equipped to calculate more complex combinations! If we want to know the probability of choosing 3 riders and 1 victory point card on your first 4 cards, we can use the same approach: here we multiply the way to choose 3
knights cards with the ways to choose 1 of the five victory point cards and the way to choose 0 of each of the other types of cards. Which gives us the following: Which gives us: 14.39 % The optimistic case, which is the probability of drawing only the necessary paper is quite easy to calculate... However,
we would like to know the expected case: on average, how many cards you should draw to get the cards you need for your victory. For the expected case, it is therefore necessary to calculate the probability for all possible extraction numbers and make a weighted sum of the probabilities: If we define: P1
= Probability of getting all the cards you want after 1 P2 draw = Probability of getting as many cards as you want after 2 draws ... Pn = Probability of getting all the desired cards after n draws. You can calculate how many cards you will need with the following: P1 X (1 card) + P2 X (2 cards) + P3 X (3
cards) ... + Pn X (n cards) = Expected withdrawal cost For example: In the imagined case where you had a 25% chance to choose the desired card at the first draw, 50% chance at the second draw and 25% chance on the third draw , and 0% chance after we had: (0.25 * 1 card) + (0.50 * 2 cards) + (0.25
* 3 cards) = (0.25 + 1 + 0.75) = 2.0 cards (on average)! The devil is in the details However, you have to be careful how you calculate those probabilities ... if, for example, you want to know the % chance that you will choose the third rider in the fourth draw, you can not use the following: Since it will also
include all the times when you choose the 3 riders on your first 3 cards, in what cases, you should not draw a fourth card ... And if you want the odds for a mix of different cards, it gets complicated pretty quickly... A nicer approach you can take is to calculate the ability to draw all but one card you want in
your first N-1 draw, and then multiply it by the chance to draw the correct card on your umpteenth draw. Use n-choose-k to calculate the to draw all but one of the cards. To have the option to choose the correct card in the last draw, it is a simple ratio of how many cards of the desired type there are left in
the deck, divided by of cards in the deck. For example, to know the possibility of choosing your third rider in the 4th draw, calculate the possibilities of choosing 2 riders and 1 other card in your first 3 draws. And for your fourth draw (yet another draw here), you know there are 12 knight cards left in a 22-
card now deck. So: = 23.74% If you need a mix of different types of cards, you will need to add the chances of different scenarios. In fact, you will need as many scenarios as there are the number of different types of cards you want at the end. Each case is the draw of the last necessary card of its kind as
the last draw. To have 3 riders and 1 victory point, in the fifth draw: (as a reminder: there are 14 riders, 5 victory points and 6 other cards in the deck) First, we calculate the probability of having chosen (2 knight cards, 1 victory point card and another card) for our first 4 cards, multiplied by the probability of
choosing the 3rd missing knight on the fifth card. For the fifth draw in this scenario, there are 12 riders left in a deck of 21 cards. = 12.33% Second, calculate the probability of choosing (3 riders, no victory point card and another) for our top 4 cards, multiplied by the probability of choosing the missing
victory point card on the fifth card. In this scenario, there is still 5 victory point cards in a deck of 21 cards. = 4.11% In Full: Which gives us: 12.33% + 4.11% = 16.44% Brute force approach Finally, one way to get the expected number of cards you'll need to draw to get a list of specific cards is to use brute
force: simply by hand calculating all the odds, every step of the way. Start with a deck full of cards, then calculate the probability of drawing each type of card in your first draw. There are 5 possible cases. And do the same for the second draw: for each previous case, recalculated the odds of fishing for
each type of card. Now there are 25 cases. And repeat for each subsequent draw until there are no more cards in the deck. You'll end up with a probability tree, which you can use to calculate the exact probability for different sets of cards you want. I wouldn't do it by hand for a deck of 25 cards! It is much
easier and less prone to error let the computer do the job! Coding this is not too complicated and offers an interesting advantage. In a game like Catan, you can consider special cards, such as road builders, Years of Plenty, and Monopoly that can save you or give you some resource cards. You don't
need those cards to get the win, but they can reduce the total cost of purchasing all the cards you need. I'm going to add the code to show you how it's made! The expected cost of a win Once you know how many cards you'll need on average to get the desired cards, you can use this information to
calculate the expected cost of a win! We have already calculated the minimum cost for roads, settlements, settlements, in the first part of the analysis. We just have to replace the minimum cost of picking up development cards with the new cost of picking up development cards for each victory, and that's
all! This will give us a new list of the cost of victory, based on their expected cost. A much more realistic way to assess the cost of playing a win! The expected cost of picking up development cards in Catan, however, is harder to draw cards than simply collecting victory points. There are different types of
cards that can be useful in various ways. Therefore, to get a correct estimate of the cost of cards, you need to take into account their beneficial side effects. For example: In the case of a victory where you only have to draw 3 knights cards to get the largest army, you will end up having to draw, on
average, 5.2 cards. It means that, apart from the 3 desired knight cards, you will typically end up with some additional cards that will have beneficial side effects. We can assign a value for these side effects in terms of resource cards and use it to calculate the expected real cost of purchasing the cards
you need. The expected real cost is less than the total cost of cards! Beneficial side effects of Development Cards cards that don't directly carry much-desired victory points, here are the side effects I considered: the Road Building card, if you need the road to your victory, reduces the expected cost of a
hand by 4 resources. Year of Plenty reduces the expected cost of the hand by 2 resources. The monopoly will vary upon his return, but I've decided to assume he brings you four resource cards. Knight will reduce the expected cost of a resource card. All this brings down the cost of scoring victory points a
bit through development cards. Buy them all! To push the idea to its limits, I decided to calculate the cost of buying all the cards! At face value, buying the entire deck of 25 cards, at a cost of 3 resources each, should cost you 25 x 3 = 75 cards. However, once we take into account all the returns given by
the cards, buying all decks suddenly costs much less: purchase cost: 3x 25 cards: +75 cards Knights stolen cards: 1 x 14 cards = -14 Road Network resource cards: 4 x 2 cards = -8 resource cards* Year of Plenty: 2 x 2 cards = -4 Monopoly resource cards: 4 x 2 cards = -8 resource cards (25 * 3) – 14 – 8
– 4 – 8 = 41 resource cards *The discount for Road segments can only be applied if you need the roads for your victory! What about the value of unexpected victory points cards? Here I came across an enigma: What if he chooses more victory points than he thought? In Catan, victory is declared as soon
as you reach 10 points, so an extra victory point means you'll get a victory less from another source. Change the possible combinations of victory elements you can get. So what do we do when you evaluate the chances of drawing cards for a particular win? Ignore the chance to get victory point win Or
ignore the impact of drawing those cards when evaluating victories that shouldn't involve them? The expected real cost of victory This is obviously just a theoretical conundrum. It exists because we are trying to assess separately the cost of each possible victory. But basically, a victory point is a victory
point, it's a victory point. One way to get an expected real cost for each possible victory is to proceed with calculating the probabilities of drawing cards. But to stop drawing cards as soon as we reach the desired number of victory points, regardless of who they are. This implies somehow merging some
victories together, since having the largest army or drawing 2 victory-point cards is now considered equivalent for a victory. You don't have to represent them as separate. This is a necessary evil: you can still monitor the victories obtained as different if you want to build some list of all the victories you
have obtained, but their expected cost will be the same. Also, you don't have a choice of which one you'll end up with, only the cards you give yourself will determine it. This gives us a new way of considering the design of development boards. And change quite a bit the expected cost to draw them. To get
1 victory point you should now draw 2.95 development cards. This would normally cost you 8.85 resource cards. With beneficial side effects, the real price will only be 5.85 resource card! Or just 5.01 resource cards if you can use a Road Builder development card in your strategy! In fact, the expected cost
per victory point is even lower for 2 and 3 victory points (and bigger after). This is due to the large amount of riders in the deck and the high probability of drawing 3 riders at the beginning of the game! Here is a small table that shows you what to expect: Nmb of the expected Vp card Fishing raw expected
cost (resource cards) With side effects (resource cards) Cost per VP (resource cards) 1 2.95 8.85 5.01 5.01 2 4.43 13.29 7.52 3.76 3 6.39 19.17 10.99 3.166 4 9.40 28.20 16.46 4,11 5 13.19 39.57 23.46 4.69 19 39.57 23.46 4.69 19 39.57 23. 46 4.69 19 196 17.37 52.11 31.29 5.21 7 21.67 65.01 39.53
5.65 Note : In this table, I assumed for the expected cost that a maximum of one road building paper can be used. This will vary for different combinations of victory. No union is perfect Unfortunately, even with the union, the drawing of the cards makes the definition of the victory condition a little
complicated ... You can collect more victory points than expected! This is due to the fact that the larger army gets two points at once. So, if you're just a victory point below the desired amount, picking up a third knight card instead of a victory point card might give you one more victory point than expected.
At first, I decided to ignore it, but a troublesome made me think. I decided to check how often this would happen, monitoring the possibility of getting one more victory point than expected, and I was surprised to find the following event: Desired Victory points Chance of of 1 VP plus 1 37.56% 2 35.22% 3
18.78% 4 6.71% 5 1.55% 6 0.18% 7 0.00% I could not ignore an almost 38% or 35% chance of getting an extra victory point. So I decided that from a real game point of view, I should discount the expected cost where the extra point can happen with an appropriate cost in resources. I just had to figure
out how many resource cards this additional victory point would be worth. It's a bit complex at this point because it depends on when you get the extra point and how you adapt your strategy to it. For the sake of clarity, I decided that: Those extra victory points wouldn't affect our list of combined wins, even
if the actual wins could be different. They would have a beneficial side effect of 4 resource cards for the extra point when it occurs in the probability tree. In the end, it reduces some cost wins by 1 or 2 resource cards, depending on the combination of wins, and I think that's the best way to account for
those extra points. (You can check the drop-down list if you want more details about this.) I decided to make a note on this victory point because... well, it's complicated. Getting an additional victory point changes the win condition and lets a player decide which victory point they will replace or end up
changing a victory from a 10-point win to an 11-point win. In the latter case, it will not save you anything, since the additional victory point is still not necessary to win. So you have to consider different options: for a 10-point win, it depends on when you get it and can replace any victory points. For a victory
of 11, if the victory does not involve the longest road, it was still necessary to obtain the largest army. By 12 victory points, it can change the composition of the victory, or avoid the need to get the longest road. But in all these cases, the impact will be left to the particular game in progress. If you look at the
resource cost of victory points in the game, you end up with costs of at least 4 or 5 for settlements and city upgrades, ignoring the cost of the associated road. For the longest road, well, it depends on victory. I do not have a good answer and, because we are trying to attribute a reduction in costs to a
victory that will end up being different from the one we are looking for. Well.... I decided to allocate a cost of 4 resources to this additional victory point. Because it is of value to the player almost always, and affects the cost of the victory achieved, even if he makes the prediction of which victory would be
more muddy. In this post, I wanted to bring real game value to the expected cost analysis and the real world has a way not to fit the boxes perfectly! It is therefore not a fully scientific assessment of its value, but I believe that this is an honest assessment for the plus point. Let me What do you think!
Perhaps there is a better way forward, perhaps we could develop some sort of victory tree? Something I'm going to sleep on, sleep on, maybe some material for a future post! If you have an opinion about it, let me know! End of the digression. The statistics are alive! One last thing before you rush to
establish your strategy based on the expected cost numbers, it's worth remembering that these are initial estimates. They represent the average cost you can expect to pay before the game starts! However, every time you draw a card, the odds and expected cost will change depending on the card you
just caught! We see this in the estimate of the lowest cost per victory point. While you're drawing cards hoping for the larger army, you have a good chance of getting a victory point card along the way, and pretty much any card can be useful to you. All possibilities to draw early victory points cards lower
the expected final costs. However, if you draw your three riders now, you still have a 44% chance of drawing another rider, but at this point it will be almost useless to you. The more points you win points, the more extra riders you could get after the three starting weights on the expected cost for those
points. This does not mean that you cannot use the list to define a good strategy. But you have to adapt your strategy along the way! In short, if you have other victory point options, drawing cards until you get the biggest army and stopping buying card after is not a bad strategy at all! See for yourself To
show you this for yourself, I created a small simulator for the expected cost of card draw. You can see for yourself how the expected cost changes as you draw cards, and this can give you an idea of how you should adapt your strategy depending on the cards you draw. Here's how to use it: Enter the
desired number of each card type or the desired number of victory points Rate the expected cost Random Fishing, or cards specific to you or an opponent And see the expected cost to your hands evolve! Some notes: All costs are expressed in equivalent development sheets. If you want to know how
many resource cards it represents, multiply by 3! The raw cost shows the number of development cards you'd expect to buy. The discounted cost is with all the beneficial side effects taken into account. I don't make discounts for the possible extra VP here, but it will tell you if you get one. Catan Card
Drawing Simulator Note: For this calculator, I thought you'd benefit from all the Road Building cards you get. I'll keep improving it, but let me know if you find it useful or if you want some improvements! This calculator is now also available in the Gaming Tools section of this website! The cheapest win
expected Well, the cheapest victory list is suddenly very different. The previous cheapest win is now in 24th place! The top 23 cheapest wins all predict getting the Road More But you still have to go to the 14th victory before you find one that doesn't involve drawing development cards! Drawing
development now it's more expensive, but it's still part of a winning strategy! The new cheapest win has an expected cost of 30.24 resource cards and involves: The longest road 1 settlement 2 city 3 victory points coming from development cards (Here or The largest Army card + 1 VP card Or 3 VP cards)
The most expensive expected Victory The most expensive new victory has an expected cost of 54.34 resource cards and involves : 1 city 2 settlements 7 victory points cards, (The largest army + 5 victory points is the only option) Suddenly, getting all victory point cards is the least effective solution ... And
for good reason! The probability of quickly getting 5 victory point cards is very low! On average, you will have to buy almost all the cards to get them... Which can be impossible if other players also buy cards... As soon as someone else draws one of the victory point cards, you're done! As a side note, the
most expensive victory is a strange victory since it involves getting all the victory point cards... without reaching the largest army. Something that is statistically unlikely! That said, I personally wouldn't be too optimistic about any victory that requires you to draw more than half the deck of cards on average!
The real expected cost of winning gameplay Here is the expected cost for all wins, based on the expected cost of card withdrawal. We don't distinguish between the types of victory points from the development cards This merges a certain victory together, so we only have 98 win conditions left. (*)
indicated victories involving 12 victory points, as explained in the first part of the analysis You can sort the results by clicking on the column titles. Road Town Settlement Development Maps Longer VPs Expected Victory Cost Nmb Card Cost Expected Yes 2 5 0 42 0.00 44.00 Yes 2 5 1 45 * 2.45 2 47.43
n. 2 0 6 28 17.37 44.72 No 2 4 2 38 3.96 39.97 No. 2 0 7 31 21.67 53.34 yes 2 0 5 30 13.17 39.40 yes 2 0 4 27 9.3 1 32.19 n. 2 5 1 43 2.45 45.43 n. 2 5 2 46 3.96 47.97 No 1 2 7 32 21.67 54.34 No 1 2 6 29 17.37 45.72 n. 1 1 7 26 21.67 48.34 yes 1 5 3 40 * 6.14 42.94 yes 1 5 2 37 3.96 38.97 n. 3 0 5
36 13.17 4 7.30 n. 3 0 4 33 9.31 39.46 n. 2 3 3 36 6.14 38.24 n. 0 4 6 29 17.3 7 43.29 n. 0 4 7 32 21.67 51.53 n. 0 3 7 27 21.67 49.34 No 1 5 3 36 6.14 38.94 No. 1 5 4 39 9.31 44.57 n. 2 2 4 33 9.31 38.19 n. 4 1 2 43 3.96 44.12 n. 1 3 6 34 17.37 48.29 n. 1 3 5 31 13.17 40.40 n. 3 1 1 3 35 6.14 37.24 n.
3 1 4 38 9.31 21 43.19 yes 4 2 0 46 * 0.00 48.00 no. 3 2 38 3.96 39.12 No 3 2 3 41 6.14 43.24 n. 2 1 5 31 13.17 42.30 n. 1 4 5 37 13.17 46.40 n. 1 4 4 34 9.31 39.19 no. 0 5 5 32 13.17 41.40 yes 4 0 0 34 0.00 36.00 yes 2 2 3 33 6.14 35.94 yes 2 2 30 3.96 1 31.97 n. 0 5 6 35 17.37 49.29 yes 4 0 1 37



2.45 39.43 yes 2 2 4 36 * 9.31 41.57 n. 3 4 0 45 0.00 47.00 yes 3 4 0 47 * 0.00 49.00 yes 0 5 5 35 * 13.17 44.24 yes 0 5 4 32 9.31 37.57 0 5 3 29 6.14 31.94 No. 3 3 1 40 2.45 42.43 yes 2 4 2 42 * 3.96 43.97 yes 1 3 3 28 6,14 30.94 yes 2 3 1 33 2.45 35.43 yes 1 3 5 34 * 13.17 13.17 yes 2 3 3 39 * 6.14
41.94 yes 1 3 4 31 9.31 36.57 yes 2 3 2 36 3.96 37.97 yes 3 2 41 * 3.96 42.97 yes 3 2 1 38 2.45 40.43 yes 3 2 0 35 0.00 37.00 yes 3 1 2 35 3.96 36.97 yes 3 1 3 38 * 6.14 40.94 yes 2 1 3 28 286.14 30.24 yes 2 1 4 31 9.31 36.19 yes 2 1 5 34 * 13.17 43.40 yes 3 0 2 30 3.96 31.12 yes 3 0 3 33 6.14
35.24 yes 0 4 5 29 13.17 38.24 yes 0 00 4 26 9.31 31.57 yes 3 1 1 32 2.45 34.43 yes 1 1 6 28 17.37 42.29 yes 1 1 7 31 * 21.67 50.53 yes 1 1 5 25 13.17 34.40 yes 1 2 4 26 9.31 31.19 yes 2 4 0 36 0.00 38.00 yes 1 4 3 34 6.14 36.94 yes 1 4 37 * 9.31 42.57 yes 1 4 2 31 3.96 32.97 yes 1 2 5 29 13.17
38.40 yes 2 4 1 39 2.45 41.43 yes 1 2 6 32 * 17.37 46.29 yes 0 3 5 24 24 13.17 33.40 yes 0 3 6 27 17.37 41.29 yes 0 3 7 30 * 21.67 49.53 no 4 1 40 2.45 41.51 yes 0 4 6 32 * 17.37 45.38 no. 4 0 2 37 3.96 38.12 yes 1 5 1 34 2.45 36.43 yes 0 2 7 26 21.67 45.53 yes 0 2 6 23 17.37 37.29 n. 4 2 0 42
0.00 44.00 yes 4 1 0 40 0.00 42.00 yes 4 1 43 * 2,00 45 45.43 no 3 2 43 3.96 44.97 yes 3 3 0 41 0.00 43.00 no 4 0 3 40 6.14 42.24 yes 3 3 1 44 * 2.45 46.43 n. 2 1 6 34 17.37 50.72 No. 2 2 5 36 13.17 45.40 No 2 4 3 41 6.14 43.94 n. 2 3 4 39 9.31 44.19 Beware of the high expected costs Everything
that is said, there is one aspect that can be overlooked when using the expected value: it gives you the average value. You're going, or faster, about 50% of the time. But like any media, one must consider the spread of probabilities: the risk of going to sea is not shown by the average value! To illustrate
my point, check the following chart. Represents 3 ways to evaluate the probability of getting 3 victory points by drawing cards. The first only getting the largest army and 1 VP card (in blue) The second accepting one of these two options and stopping if we get 3 victory points or more (in red). The third by
getting 3 victory point cards (in yellow) The height of the bars represents the percentage of times you will have to draw a certain number of cards to achieve your goal. (For example, the red bar shows that you will have to draw 4 cards about 15% of the time and 5 cards about 25% of the time) This shows
that the probability during distribution around a central value, can spread very differently on each side. Sometimes, the possibility of having to draw much more or much less than the average is not negligible ... So it starts to become more gambling than planning! Resource cards, availability and exchange
costs An aspect I have not evaluated here is the cost of victory points in real resource cards. When you play, you may receive other resource cards that you ideally want. To get the correct ones, you may need to trade with other players, or even with the bank (4 resources to 1, ahi!). Maybe we should
include a multiplicative factor in the cost: getting all the desired resource cards can have a real cost of, say, 1.5 resource cards, depending on where your settlements are built, what resources do you need, what ports have you have to, and what is the generosity of your opponents in trades. It's not
something to settle. If on average you pay 1.5 resource cards for each resource card you need, instead of the cheapest win at 30.99 and more expensive at 54.34, the cost would jump to 46.49 for the cheapest and 81.51 for the most expensive. The difference in the number of cards required ranges from
23.35 to 35.02 resource cards. It makes the cheapest wins much more attractive and this must be borne in mind when assessing the costs of winning! Thankfully, it doesn't change the order of the costs of victories, so we can at least take it for granted... for the time being! Revisit the breakdown chart As
we can see, the longest road is part of most low-cost wins. Aiming for too many victory points from development cards is prohibitive most of the time, but funly it's not that expensive if you forget about additional cities and settlements and just aim to buy most of the development cards! This certainly
rebalances the situation towards more central conditions of victory, with the aim of spreading victory points. Interestingly, victories with the lowest expected cost use the synergy between: drawing development cards for army's largest development cards that collect victory points along the way Using road
builders development cards as a means of funding the title of owner of the Longest Road. Is the cheapest win also the fastest way to win? All this makes the cause of the cheapest victories expected. But as anyone who's ever made a budget will know: looking at resource spending is fine. But what about
resource revenue? Unfortunately, other elements in Catan affect the speed at which victory can be achieved... It doesn't make much sense to go the cheapest route if it's not even the fastest, does it? Next, I will examine how city building and settlement affect the number of resource cards you receive
each turn... And how it affects the speed at which you can reach each of the listed victories! In The 98 Ways to Win at Catan Part III Until then, have fun! I hope you've gained an idea of the odds of playing cards in Catan. Is there anything I missed or would you like to see added to this article? Article?
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